In a previous note* we considered an algorithm for constructing the nth. member of any infinite class C of positive integers, an algorithm used by Brun f for the non-tentative calculation of the nth prime. In this note we give a generalization in two directions of the Brun algorithm. In the first place it is made applicable to any denumerable set of elements and secondly a parameter (mo) is introduced which allows the algorithm to start from a more advantageous position than in the case of Brun, where one starts by saying that the nth prime is not less than n.
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The algorithm may be presented in the following form: Let S:e\, e^ e%, • • • , be a class of ordered elements. Let C:e av e a% , e azl • • • , (ai<a*-_i), be any infinite subclass of S. For x an integerÎ >0, we define 6(x) as the number of elements of C belonging to the set of the first x elements of S. For x^O, we define 6(x) = 0. Let mo and n be any positive integers. We then form the sequence PROOF. If mi = 0, then equations (2) are all identical and reduce to
all the other m's are zero. The theorem then follows at once with k = l, the last statement following from (3) which tells us that n members of C have subscripts ^ m 0 .
From the definition of 0(x), we have for x>y,
For Wi^Owe consider the difference
Using (4) From these equations we see that the m's do not differ in sign. Also (7) shows that the m's do not increase if positive, while (8) shows that they do not decrease if negative. Therefore the sequence |w r |, (f=l, 2, 3, 4, • • • ), is nonincreasing. If possible suppose that \m r \ >0, for all r>0; then ^ = ^0+^1+^2+ • • • +m r -i would either increase or decrease indefinitely according as mi>0 or <0. In the first case, since C is an infinite class, 0(s r ) would also increase without limit, so that for r sufficiently large m r = n -d(s r ) would be negative, contrary to fact. In the second case s r would ultimately become negative so that 6(s r ) =0. For such an r we would have m r = n. But n is positive, while m r is not. Hence \m r \ becomes and remains zero for all sufficiently large r, say r^k.
To complete the proof of the theorem set r = k in (5) and obtain
If mi and hence rn k -\ is positive, (9) tells us that all the m&_i members of S: e 8k _ 1 +i> ' ' ' » e 8k _ 1+mk _ 1 belong to C. In particular the last one which is e 8fe belongs to C. Moreover m k~n -d(s k ) = 0. Hence e 8k is the nth member of C. If m\ and hence m k -i is negative, (9) tells us that all the nik-i members of S: e tk+1 , • • • , e 8k _ l belong to C. In particular e 8h _ l is a member of C. But
is the (n -mfc_i)st member of C. Thus the proof is complete.
If S and C are wholly arbitrary one may show by means of examples that the conclusion of the theorem is the best that can be obtained from the hypothesis. Additions to the hypothesis make the last two statements of the theorem more precise. For example, if we assume that no two consecutive members of C are consecutive members of 5, it is easy to prove that e 8k _ t is the (w -l)st member of C in case rai<0. 
